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ORIGIN AND DEFINITION OF PLACE-BASED APPROACH
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Ø The place-based approach (as any innovation) is the outcome of a conflict:
against space-blindness* and its attempt to stop/divert EU cohesion policy.

Ø It is not just an “integrated approach” nor a “local/communitarian development
approach”*.

� new knowledge (innovation) is the main source of growth + social inclusion
(= development);

� only an open/heated/informed debate delivers it;
� development of a place is generally prevented by rent-seeking local elites.

Ø The place-based approach can then be defined as:
the use of public spending/institutions to destabilise local equilibrium and
to trigger strategic innovation through a cognitive filiere and a
social/economic coalition.

Ø It is based on three assumptions:

* On this see:
Barca, F. (2011) “Alternative Approaches to Development Policy: Intersections and Divergences”, in OECD Regional Outlook 2011: Building
Resilient Regions for Stronger Economies, OECD, 2011.
Barca, F. and McCann, P. (2011) “Outcome indicators and targets. Towards a new system of monitoring and evaluation in EU Cohesion policy”:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/evaluation/doc/performance/outcome_indicators_en.pdf.



THE FIVE INGREDIENTS OF A PLACE-BASED APPROACH
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1. Integrated approach ↔ Territorialising sectoral policies.

2. Combining ownership by a coalition of local leaders with an adequate dose of
central paternalism.

3. An heated, open and informed debate among “relevant” actors (not only
representative ones).

4. Focusing on communicating, monitoring and evaluating expected measurable
outcomes.

5. Recognizing our ignorance: the road of democratic experimentalism.



WHAT IS LEFT OF THE PLACE-BASED APPROACH
IN THE EU COHESION 2014-2020
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Ø An adequate answer would require an empirical analysis of Member State’s
actual policies.

Ø An ex ante cursory assessment of 2014-2020 Regulation shows the following
progress on each of the five ingredients:
1. A greater emphasis on “territorial” cohesion, but economic, social and

territorial are still separate.
2. A greater role for national/european conditionalities, but no

strengthening/adjustment of DGs human resources.
3. “Relevant” gains a role in the European Code of Conduct, but it is supported

only by a mild moral suasion.
4. A strong role for “result” and “result indicators” close to policy.
5. No progress.

Ø I.e.: Member States can skip place-basedness, but they can now more easily
implement it if they wish to do so.
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THE CASE OF THE ITALIAN STRATEGY FOR INNER AREAS

Ø Beyond rural vs urban: the accessibility to essential services (education,
health, mobility)

Source: UVAL-UVER-ISTAT elaboration on data from the Ministry of Health, 
Ministry of Education and RFI (Italian Railway Network)

Ø Remote/Ultra-remote areas: 30,6% of the soil, 7,6% of population, 1,4%
population drop in 2001-2011.

Ø No South-North divide.

Inner 
Areas

Municipality service center

Belt areas (t  <  20’)
Multi-municipality service center

Intermediate areas (20’ <  t  < 40’)
Remote areas (40’ <  t  <  75’)
Ultra-remote areas ( t  >  75’)

Motorways
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THE CASE OF THE ITALIAN STRATEGY FOR INNER AREAS

Ø People vote with their feet.

Inner Areas
SERVICE CENTERS AND BELT AREASINNER AREAS

Service centers and belt areas

Percentage change in population 2001-2011

Source: DPS elaboration on Istat data – Population Censuses 2001 - 2011

Ø And 100 more indicators on service quality and economic development confirm
accessibility as a good proxy.
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THE CASE OF THE ITALIAN STRATEGY FOR INNER AREAS

Ø The inner areas demographic decline is of national interest for two reasons:
� The natural/cultural diversity of inner areas is a largely untapped reserve of

quality of life for Italian and foreigners.
� The decline produces a high social cost for the country as a whole in terms

of land erosion/slides, river overflowing, and no-resilience to earthquakes and
climate change.

Ø The National Reform Programme mission: stopping demographic decline in
Inner areas by addressing at the same time employment (market) and essential
services (citizenship).

Ø Beneficiaries: about 1.8 millions people in 65 area-projects with about 950
municipalities.
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IMPLEMENTING THE FIVE INGREDIENTS OF
A PLACE-BASED APPROACH

1. Territorialisation
� The Strategy combines all four structural funds (about 2% of the EU cohesion

budget) and a national budget for education/health/mobility: on the whole,
between 7 and 20 mln euros per area-project.

� The citizenship target is addressed by contextualising national sectoral
policies.

� Human resources: “embedded” territorial units (in sectoral Ministries) and the
“35.000 km-in-the-bus-device”.

2. Local ownership and central paternalism
� Creating permanent coalitions of majors (15 municipalities each, with about

28 thousands inhabitants).
� The local leader co-signing a Region-State Agreement.
� Retaining at the Centre a veto and gate keeping power.
� A central task force operating on the ground.
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IMPLEMENTING THE FIVE INGREDIENTS OF
A PLACE-BASED APPROACH

3. Heated debate and relevant actors
� Focus groups and other tools of deliberative democracy as means of both

destabilization and empowerment.
� 3 steps in the Strategy: a Draft , a Preliminary Strategy, the Strategy.
� The sequence: relevant actors, then strategy, then expected results, then

projects.

5. Experimental approach
� Partnership Agreement (the “contract”) is signed 1½ year after the beginning

of the Strategy.
� A learning process: adjusting Guidelines.
� Just 1 pilot per Region and no hurry to catch up.

4. Expected results
� Starting from a suggested list of result indicators.
� Choosing result indicators.
� A taste of a theory of change.
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For more info and for follow up…
Inner Areas Strategy is OPEN GOVERNMENT
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http://www.dps.gov.it/it/arint/index.html


